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Abstract
There are two central models considered in (fault-free synchronous) distributed computing: the
CONGEST model, in which communication channels have limited bandwidth, and the LOCAL
model, in which communication channels have unlimited bandwidth. Very recently, Le Gall and
Magniez (PODC 2018) showed the superiority of quantum distributed computing over classical
distributed computing in the CONGEST model. In this work we show the superiority of quantum
distributed computing in the LOCAL model: we exhibit two computational tasks that can be solved
in a constant number of rounds in the quantum setting but require Ω(n) rounds in the classical
(randomized) setting, where n denotes the size of the network.
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1

Introduction

Classical distributed computing
A central topic in distributed computing is the study of synchronous network algorithms. Here
processors and communication channels are modeled using nodes and edges, respectively, and
executions proceed with round-based synchrony, where each node can transfer one message
to each adjacent node per round. The main quantity of interest is typically the number of
rounds needed to solve a computational task. Two fundamental models considered in the
literature are the LOCAL model, introduced by Linial [19, 20], and the CONGEST model,
introduced by Peleg [22].
The LOCAL model does not put any limitation on the size of the messages sent at each
round, and thus mainly characterizes the locality of the problem considered and the hardness
of breaking symmetry between nodes. Obviously all computational problems can be solved
with O(D) rounds in the LOCAL model, where D is the diameter of the network, by first
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collecting all the information about the network (including the inputs of all nodes) at some
node. Many important problems have significantly more efficient algorithms – we refer to [22]
for examples and to [8] for a recent classification.
In the CONGEST model, on the other hand, each message has restricted length (the
length is typically restricted to O(log n) bits, where n is the number of nodes in the network).
This corresponds to the situation of communication channels with limited bandwidth, in
which case congestions can arise. A simple example showing the striking difference between
these two models is deciding whether the diameter of the network is 2 or 3. This problem
requires Θ(n) rounds in the CONGEST model [11, 16, 23], while in the LOCAL model it
can be trivially solved with a constant number of rounds.

Quantum distributed computing
Quantum versions of both models can be naturally defined by replacing classical channels
by quantum channels between the processors (which are now quantum processors, i.e.,
processors that can process quantum information). Gavoille, Kosowski and Markiewicz [12]
first considered quantum distributed computing in the LOCAL model, and showed that for
several fundamental problems, such as Graph Coloring or Maximal Independent Set, allowing
quantum communication cannot lead to any significant advantage. More recently, Arfaoui
and Fraigniaud [2] observed that several lower bound techniques for the classical LOCAL
model hold in the quantum model as well.
The power of distributed network computation in the CONGEST model, where each node
can send O(log n) qubits per round to each neighbor, has been first investigated by Elkin,
Klauck, Nanongkai and Pandurangan [10]. The main conclusions reached in that paper were
that for many fundamental problems in distributed computing, such as computing minimum
spanning trees or minimum cuts, quantum communication does not, again, offer significant
advantages over classical communication. Recently, Le Gall and Magniez nevertheless showed
the superiority of quantum distributed computing in the CONGEST model for a concrete
√
problem [18]: they showed that the diameter of the network can be computed in Õ( nD)
rounds in the quantum setting, where n is the number of nodes of the network and D is
the diameter of the network. In comparison, as mentioned above Ω(n) rounds are necessary
in the classical setting even if D is constant. It should be mentioned that from a purely
complexity-theoretic perspective most known separations between two-party classical and
quantum communication complexities (e.g., separations in the bounded-error setting for
the disjointness function [1, 7, 17]) can be converted in a straightforward way into similar
separations in the CONGEST model. The contribution of [18] is actually to give a separation
for an important problem in distributed computing.
A pressing open question is to understand whether a similar quantum speedup in distributed computing can be obtained in the LOCAL model. The only known gap is a factor of 2:
for each integer t ≥ 1, Gavoille, Kosowski and Markiewicz [12] constructed a computational
problem (inspired by the work by Greenberger, Horne and Zeilinger [13]) that can be solved
in t rounds in the quantum setting but requires 2t rounds in the classical setting.1 The
quantum upper bound comes from the observation that t rounds are enough to create entanglement between two nodes at distance 2t from each other. In this perspective, as mentioned
in [12], the speed-up factor of 2 may “look like a natural limit”. Note that, contrary to

1

A much larger gap is shown in [12] for the setting where the nodes of the network initially share a
globally entangled state. In the present paper, however, we consider the arguably more natural setting
where no prior entanglement is allowed.
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the CONGEST model, known separations between two-party (or multiparty) quantum and
classical communication complexities seem meaningless to prove separations in the LOCAL
model due to the unlimited bandwidth between nodes.

Our results
In this work we show the existence of a large gap between the round complexities of quantum
and classical (randomized) distributed computation in the LOCAL model.
I Theorem 1. There exists a computational problem that can be solved with 2 rounds in the
quantum LOCAL model, but requires Ω(n) rounds in the classical LOCAL model, where n
denotes the number of nodes in the network.
The computational problem we construct to prove Theorem 1 is inspired by a construction
from [3], which was initially used to show the non-locality of measurement outcomes of graph
states. The same construction was recently also used by Bravyi, Gosset and König [5] to
prove their separation between quantum and classical constant-depth circuit complexities.
The problem, defined in Section 4, can be informally described as follows: on an n-node ring,
the nodes should output one of the possible outcomes that arise when measuring the graph
state corresponding to the ring in a basis depending on the input each node receives. We are
currently not aware of any applications of Theorem 1 for constructing quantum algorithms
for problems of interest to the distributed computing community, but nevertheless consider
this result as a valuable proof of concept showing that the quantum LOCAL model can be
arbitrarily more powerful than the classical LOCAL model.
The computational problem considered in Theorem 1 is a relation (i.e., for each input
there are multiple valid outputs). It is fairly easy to show that for any function (i.e., for
each input there is only one valid output at each node) the quantum and classical round
complexities are equal in the LOCAL model: we give a proof of this property in Appendix B.
We then investigate whether a separation similar to the separation of Theorem 1 can be
obtained for a computational problem without input. Such kinds of computational problems
(seen as sampling problems or computations of probability distributions) are the main targets
of the field of quantum supremacy (see [14] for a recent survey). Indeed, a major open
problem left in the work by Bravyi, Gosset and König [5] mentioned above is to prove
the superiority of constant-depth quantum circuits for the computation of a probability
distribution. We show that in the LOCAL model of distributed computing such a goal can
be achieved.
I Theorem 2. There exists a sampling problem that can be solved with 2 rounds in the
quantum LOCAL model, but requires Ω(n) rounds in the classical LOCAL model. The
classical lower bound holds even for constant-error additive approximation.
Theorem 2 is proved by considering the same computational problem as used in Theorem 1
but replacing the inputs by random bits. The proof nevertheless requires several adjustments,
in particular a careful analysis of the classical randomness shared during the execution of
the protocol.

Other relevant works
It is well known that quantum communication can offer significant advantages over classical
communication in several settings such as communication complexity or quantum games (see,
e.g., [6, 9, 25]). Concerning problems of interest to the distributed computing community,
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the main works not already mentioned are quantum algorithms for byzantine agreements
[4] and for distributed computing over anonymous networks, and in particular the design of
zero-error quantum algorithms for leader election [24] (see also [9]).

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Notations and definitions

Quantum gates
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basis of quantum computation and refer
to [21] for a standard reference. We will use the Hadamard gate H and the phase gate S
acting on one qubit:




1
1 1
1 0
H= √
, S=
,
1 −1
0 i
2
where i denotes the imaginary unit of complex numbers. We will also use the CNOT gate
acting on two qubits (called the control qubit and the target qubit) that maps the basis state
|ai|bi, for any two bits a, b ∈ {0, 1}, to the state |ai|a ⊕ bi where ⊕ denotes the exclusive OR.
Finally, we will need the following two 2-qubit gates (Controlled-Z and Controlled-S gates):


1
 0
CZ = 
 0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0


0
0 
,
0 
−1



1
 0
CS = 
 0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0


0
0 
.
0 
i

Note that for the gates CZ and CS the order of the qubits the gates act on is unimportant.

Graph-theoretic notation
In this work all the graphs will be undirected and unweighted. For any graph G = (V, E)
and any node u ∈ V , we use N (u) to denote the set of neighbors of u.

Graph states
Graph states are a special type of quantum states that are associated with graphs [15]. Let
G = (V, E) be any undirected graph. The graph state associated with G is the quantum
state on |V | qubits constructed in the following way. Let {Qu }u∈V denote the |V | registers
used to store the qubits of the graph state (each register stores one qubit). First construct
the quantum state
O
|0iQu
u∈V

in these registers. Then apply a Hadamard gate on each register. Finally, for each edge
{u, v} ∈ E, apply the gate CZ on the pair of registers (Qu , Qv ). The order in which these
CZ gates are applied is unimportant, as they all commute.

The total variation distance
Given two probability distributions p, q : X → [0, 1] over a finite set X, the total variation
P
distance (also called statistical distance) between p and q is defined as 12 x∈X |p(x) − q(x)|.
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Classical and quantum LOCAL models

In this paper we consider the LOCAL communication model in both the classical and
quantum scenarios. The topology of the network is represented by a graph. Executions
proceed with round-based synchrony and each node can transfer one message to each adjacent
node per round. Initially the nodes of the network share neither any randomness nor, in the
quantum scenario, any entanglement.2 In this paper all the networks are undirected and
unweighted. All links and nodes of the network (corresponding to the edges and nodes of the
graph, respectively) are reliable and suffer no faults. Each node has a distinct identifier (its
size is irrelevant for our purposes). Initially, each node knows nothing about its location in
the global topology of the network except the set of edges incident to itself and the number
of nodes of the graph.
The processors at each node operate probabilistically in the classical LOCAL model, and
they operate quantumly in the quantum LOCAL model. The messages exchanged between
them are, respectively, classical and quantum. We do not consider the running time of the
processors, as we are only interested in the round complexity. While the classical lower
bound of Theorem 2 is proved using a relatively informal definition of the classical LOCAL
model, we include its formal definition in Appendix A for completeness.

2.3

The construction from prior works

We now describe the construction introduced in [3], and also used in [5], that shows that
non-locality can arise when measuring graph states. For any even integer d ≥ 2, we define the
graph Gd as a ring consisting of 3d nodes, and denote the nodes v0 , v1 , . . . , v3d−1 (see Figure 1).
It will be convenient to consider this graph as a triangle, with the three nodes v0 , vd and v2d
as corners. We define VR = {vi | i ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}}, VB = {vi | i ∈ {d + 1, . . . , 2d − 1}} and
VL = {vi | i ∈ {2d + 1, . . . , 3d − 1}} as the set of nodes on the right side, bottom side and
left side, respectively, of the triangle. We also define Veven as the set of all nodes of the graph
with even index, and Vodd as the set of all nodes with odd index.
v0
v1

v11

VL

VR
v2

v10

v9
v8

v3
v7

v6

v5

v4

VB
Figure 1 The graph Gd (illustrated for d = 4).

Given three bits b0 , b1 , b2 ∈ {0, 1}, consider the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ) described in Figure 2.
2

The classical lower bound of our first result (Theorem 6) actually holds even if the nodes of the network
initially share arbitrary randomness.
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1. Create the graph state on the graph Gd .
2. For each i ∈ {0, 1, 2} apply the quantum gate Sbi to the qubit of node vdi (i.e.,
depending on the value of the three bits b0 , b1 and b2 , apply either the gate S or
the identity gate I on each of three corner nodes v0 , vd and v2d of the graph).
3. Apply the Hadamard gate H to each qubit of the graph.
4. Measure all qubits in the computational basis. For each v ∈ V , let mv denote the
outcome of the measurement done at node v.
Figure 2 The process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ).

From the measurement outcome of the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ), let us define four bits mE ,
mR , mB and mL as follows:
M
M
mE =
mv ,
mR =
mv ,
v∈VR ∩Vodd

v∈Veven

mB

=

M

mv ,

M

mL =

v∈VB ∩Vodd

mv .

v∈VL ∩Vodd

Refs. [3, 5] characterized which combinations of these four bits can arise as an outcome of
the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ):
I Proposition 3. ([3, 5]) For any bits b0 , b1 , b2 and any measurement outcome of the process
Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ), the identity mR ⊕ mB ⊕ mL = 0 holds. Additionally, we have:





mE
mE ⊕ mR ⊕ mL

m ⊕ mR ⊕ mB

 E
mE ⊕ mB ⊕ mL

=0
=1
=1
=1

if
if
if
if

(b0 , b1 , b2 ) = (0, 0, 0),
(b0 , b1 , b2 ) = (0, 1, 1),
(b0 , b1 , b2 ) = (1, 0, 1),
(b0 , b1 , b2 ) = (1, 1, 0).

It will be convenient to represent a measurement outcome {mv }v∈V as the binary string
m ∈ {0, 1}3d where the i-th bit is mvi for each i ∈ {0, . . . , 3d − 1}. We define the support
of the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ), and denote it Λd (b0 , b1 , b2 ), as the set of all binary strings in
{0, 1}3d corresponding to measurement outcomes arising (with non-zero probability) from
the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ).
Finally, our lower bounds will rely on the following lemma, which essentially shows that
the quantum correlations from the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ) cannot be simulated classically by
local affine functions.
I Lemma 4. ([3, 5]) Consider any affine function qE : {0, 1}3 → {0, 1} and any three affine
functions qR : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}, qL : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}, qB : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1} such that
qR (b0 , b1 ) ⊕ qB (b1 , b2 ) ⊕ qL (b0 , b2 ) = 0
holds for any (b1 , b2 , b3 ) ∈ {0, 1}3 . Then at least one of the four following equalities does not
hold:
qE (0, 0, 0)

= 0,

qE (0, 1, 1) ⊕ qR (0, 1) ⊕ qL (0, 1)

= 1,

qE (1, 0, 1) ⊕ qR (1, 0) ⊕ qB (0, 1)

= 1,

qE (1, 1, 0) ⊕ qB (1, 0) ⊕ qL (1, 0)

= 1.
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Efficient Construction of Graph States

In this section we consider the construction of graph states in the distributed setting. More
precisely, we consider the following problem that we call the subgraph state construction
problem. The problem is defined on an arbitrary network G = (V, E). Each node u ∈ V
receives a bit cu ∈ {0, 1} as input. Let G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) denote the subgraph of G induced by
the node set V 0 = {v ∈ V | cv = 1}. The problem asks to create the graph state corresponding
to G0 , shared over the nodes in V 0 : each node v ∈ V 0 of the network should own the
corresponding 1-qubit register of the graph state (which is the register Qv in the notations of
Section 2.1).
The following theorem shows that this problem can be done efficiently, which is essential
for the separation results presented in Sections 4 and 5.
I Theorem 5. In the quantum LOCAL model, the subgraph state construction problem can
be solved in 2 rounds.
Proof. The protocol is presented in Figure 3 and illustrated, for a path of two nodes, in
Figure 4. This is clearly a 2-round protocol: one round is used at Step 1(c) and one round is
used at Step 2(b).
Input: each node u ∈ V receives a bit cu
1. Each node u ∈ V does the following:
(a) it prepares one 1-qubit register Qu and, for each neighbor v ∈ N (u), one 1-qubit
register denoted Rvu (all these registers are initialized to the quantum state |0i);
(b) it applies a Hadamard gate on Qu , and then a CNOT gate on (Qu , Rvu ) with Qu
as control qubit, for each v ∈ N (u);
(c) it sends, for each v ∈ N (u), the register Rvu and the bit cu to node v.
2. Each node u ∈ V (which now owns the registers Qu and the registers Ruv just
received) does the following:
(a) it applies the gate CS to the pair of registers (Qu , Ruv ) for each v ∈ N (u) such
that cu ∧ cv = 1;
(b) it sends back the register Ruv to node v, for each v ∈ N (u).
3. Each node u ∈ V (which now owns the registers Qu and the registers Rvu ) does the
following:
(a) it applies a CNOT gate on (Qu , Rvu ) with Qu as control qubit, for each v ∈ N (u);
(b) it discards the registers Rvu for all v ∈ N (u).
Figure 3 The quantum distributed algorithm solving the subgraph state construction problem.

We now prove that the protocol is correct. At the end of Step 1(b), the state of the whole
network is:



1
O
X
O
1
|jiQu
√
|ϕi =
|jiRvu  .
2
j=0
u∈V
v∈N (u)
Let us fix any two nodes u and v such that {u, v} ∈ E. The state |ϕi can be rewritten as
1

1

1 XX
|jiQu |kiQv |jiRvu |kiRuv |ψj,u,k,v i|χu,v i
2 j=0
k=0
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where |χu,v i is a quantum state independent from bits i and j and
O

|ψj,u,k,v i =

O

|jiRvu0

v 0 ∈N (u)\{v}

|kiRuv 0 .

u0 ∈N (v)\{u}

Note that, for the state |ϕi, applying the gate CS to the pair of registers (Qu , Ruv ) or (Qv , Rvu )
has the same effect as applying it to the pair of registers (Qu , Qv ), yet the former can be
done locally. Thus, when node u applies the gate CS to the pair of registers (Qu , Ruv ) and
node v applies the gate CS to the pair of registers (Qv , Rvu ), the state |ϕi is mapped to the
quantum state
CZ(Qu ,Qv ) |ϕi,
where CZ(Qu ,Qv ) denotes the gate CZ applied to the pair of registers (Qu , Qv ). Since cu ∧cv = 1
if and only if {u, v} ∈ E 0 , at the end of Step 2, the whole state of the network is


Y

CZ(Qu ,Qv )  |ϕi.
{u,v}∈E 0

Step 3(a) disentangles the registers Rvu for all {u, v} ∈ E, restoring each of them to state |0i.
Therefore, discarding the registers Rvu at Step 3(b) does not introduce decoherence in the
remaining qubits and, at the end of Step 3, we obtain the desired graph state shared by the
nodes in V 0 .
J
Step 1
|0iQu

Step 2

Step 3

H

u

CS
Rv
u

|0i

|0iRvu

|0iRuv

|0iRuv

v

CS
|0iQv

H

Figure 4 Our protocol illustrated for a 2-path graph G = (V, E) with V = {u, v}, E = {{u, v}}
and cu = cv = 1 (the classical messages are omitted from the figure). The global state after Step 1,
2 and 3 is, respectively, 12 (|0000i + |0101i + |1010i + |1111i), 12 (|0000i + |0011i + |1100i − |1111i)
and 12 (|00i + |01i + |10i − |11i), where the order of qubits is as they appear in the circuit from the
top to the bottom.

4

Separation between the Classical and Quantum LOCAL Models

In this section we prove Theorem 1.
For any even integer d ≥ 2, recall the network Gd = (V, E) defined in Section 2.3,
where V = {v0 , . . . , v3d−1 }. In this section we will consider the network Gd with node set
V ∪ {w0 , w1 , w2 } and edge set E ∪ {{v0 , w0 }, {vd , w1 }, {v2d , w2 }}, which is obtained from Gd
by adding one node to each corner (see Figure 5).
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w0

v0
v1

v11

VL

VR
v2

v10

v9
v8

v3
v7

v6

w2

v5

v4
w1

VB
Figure 5 The network Gd considered to prove the separation (illustrated for d = 4).

We now describe the computational problem used to prove our separation. The network
considered is Gd , for any even integer d ≥ 2. The input consists of three bits b0 , b1 and b2 :
node w0 is given b0 , node w1 is given b1 , and node w2 is given b2 (the other nodes have no
input). The output is defined as follows: for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 3d − 1}, the node vi should
output one bit xi . The nodes w0 , w1 and w2 do not output anything. The output can thus
be seen as a binary string (x0 , . . . , x3d−1 ) of length 3d. We say that this string is valid if it
is in the set Λd (b0 , b1 , b2 ).
The following theorem shows an upper bound on the complexity of this problem in the
quantum LOCAL model and a lower bound in the classical LOCAL model.
I Theorem 6. There exists a 2-round quantum algorithm that always outputs a valid
string. For any integer T ≤ d/2, no T -round classical algorithm can output a valid string
with probability greater than 7/8 on all inputs (b0 , b1 , b2 ) ∈ {0, 1}3 , even if arbitrary prior
randomness is allowed.
Proof. The considered computational problem can easily be solved in two rounds in the
quantum setting by implementing the following process.
I Process 1. The nodes of the network first apply the 2-round algorithm of Theorem 5 with
input cw0 = cw1 = cw2 = 0 and cv = 1 for each v ∈ V . This constructs the graph state over
the subgraph Gd of Gd . Moreover, for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the node wi concurrently sends its
input bi to its neighbor vdi (the messages can be appended to the messages of the algorithm
of Theorem 5). Finally, the nodes of V implement Steps 2–4 of the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 ),
which can be done without communication, and output their measurement outcomes.
Note that implementing Process 1 requires each node to know whether it is an input node
(w0 , w1 or w2 ), a corner node on the ring (v0 , vd or v2d ) or a non-corner node on the ring
(all the other nodes). This is not a problem since each node knows its degree and the type of
the nodes depends only on their degrees: the nodes w0 , w1 and w2 are the nodes of degree 1,
the nodes v0 , vd and v2d are the nodes of degree 3, and all the other nodes have degree 2.
We now show the classical lower bound, which uses the same argument as in [3] and
holds even if the nodes of the network share prior randomness. Consider any classical
distributed algorithm A and fix its randomness r (the string r represents both the shared
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prior randomness and the random bits used by the algorithm). This defines a deterministic
algorithm that we denote A(r). Let us write qv (b0 , b1 , b2 ) the bit output at node v by A(r),
for each v ∈ V . Let us define
M
M
qE (b0 , b1 , b2 ) =
qv (b0 , b1 , b2 ),
qR (b0 , b1 , b2 ) =
qv (b0 , b1 , b2 ),
v∈VR ∩Vodd

v∈Veven

qB (b0 , b1 , b2 )

=

M

qv (b0 , b1 , b2 ),

v∈VB ∩Vodd

qL (b0 , b1 , b2 ) =

M

qv (b0 , b1 , b2 ).

v∈VL ∩Vodd

Assume that the algorithm uses at most d/2 rounds. Then, for each v ∈ V , qv (b0 , b1 , b2 )
depends only on one of the bits b0 , b1 , b2 . Since all single-input Boolean functions are affine
and so are their sums, qE , qR , qB and qL are affine functions of b0 , b1 , b2 . Moreover, qR
can only depend on b0 and b1 , qB can only depend on b1 and b2 , and qL can only depend
on b0 and b2 . From Proposition 3 and Lemma 4 we get that, at least for one choice of
(b0 , b1 , b2 ) ∈ {0, 1}3 , the output of A(r) is not a valid string (i.e., does not correspond to a
possible measurement outcome of the process Pd (b0 , b1 , b2 )). A simple counting argument
then shows that there exists at least one choice of (b0 , b1 , b2 ) for which the original randomized
protocol A fails to output a valid string with probability at least 1/8.
J
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 6 implies that any classical algorithm that outputs a valid
string with probability greater than 7/8 requires a number of rounds linear in the size of the
network (since d is a linear function of the size of network Gd ).
We now show how to reduce the success probability from 7/8 to an arbitrary small value:
for any constant ε > 0 we construct a new computational problem, which can still be solved
in two rounds in the quantum setting, such that any classical algorithm solving this problem
with probability at least ε requires a number of rounds linear in the size of the network.
Let k be an integer. The problem considered is simply k independent copies of the problem
considered so far: the network considered has 3k(d + 1) nodes and consists of k copies of the
network Gd . Each copy receives three bits and outputs a string of 3d bits. The output of
the whole network is correct if the strings output by each copy are all valid. This problem
can obviously be solved using two rounds in the quantum setting by constructing the graph
state over the whole network. Theorem 6 implies that for any integer T ≤ d/2, no T -round
classical algorithm can give a correct output with probability greater than (7/8)k on all
inputs, even if arbitrary prior randomness is allowed. Setting k = Θ(log(1/ε)) concludes the
proof.
J

5

Separation for a Distribution

In this section we prove Theorem 2. The idea is to convert the relation of the previous
section into a distribution by requiring that each input is taken uniformly at random (and
requiring that the three nodes with an input output their inputs as well).
Recall Process 1 in the proof of Theorem 6. There, the actions of every node of Gd depend
only on the degree of the node, namely, whether its degree is 1, 2 or 3. The same is true for
the 2-round sampling protocol in the quantum LOCAL model described below, which also
uses the same network Gd . Therefore, for notational convenience, let us assume that every
node knows its global location in Gd .
Consider the probability distribution Γd generated by the following 2-round quantum
protocol. First, for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the node wi chooses an unbiased random bit bi . Then
Process 1 is implemented, at the end of which, as specified, nodes u ∈ V each return one bit.
Meanwhile, the nodes w0 , w1 , w2 output, respectively, b0 , b1 , b2 .
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Theorem 2 immediately follows from the following result.
I Theorem 7. Every T ≤ d/4 round algorithm on Gd in the classical LOCAL model generates
a probability distribution that is at least 1/11 away from Γd in the total variation distance.
Proof. The proof proceeds as follows. Starting from the classical LOCAL model, we present
a series of increasingly powerful models on the network Gd . Each model receives no input
and returns one bit per node. Then we show that the last, the most powerful among these
models cannot generate a probability distribution that has a total variation distance less
than 1/11 to Γd .
Consider the classical LOCAL model on the network Gd . We assume that the randomness
of each node stems from a finite random bit string that it receives as an input, and all further
operations of the node are deterministic (see Appendix A.1 for technical details). We now
present a series of steps where each step either strengthens the model or maintains its power
while making it easier to analyze.
1. We assume that all the nodes know their location in the global topology.
2. We allow certain nodes to share randomness. In particular, for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, let Vi
be the set consisting of wi and all the nodes u ∈ V at distance at most T away from wi .
And let V⊥ = V \ (V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ). We assume that, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ⊥}, all nodes within
Vi share randomness, namely, they all start with the same random string Qi , which we
think of as a random variable.
Here it is worth pausing the model-strengthening steps to note that, in a T -round protocol,
the bit bi output by the node wi depends only on Qi , thus we may write it as a function
bi (Qi ). Let pi be the probability that bi = 1. If there exists i ∈ {0, 1, 2} with pi ∈
/ [5/11, 6/11],
then the marginal distribution over bi is already at total variation distance greater than 1/11
away from the corresponding marginal distribution in Γd , and the whole distributions (Γd
and the one generated by the classical protocol) can be only even farther apart. Thus let
us assume that pi ∈ [5/11, 6/11] for all i ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Since Q0 , Q1 , Q2 are independent, each
(b0 , b1 , b2 ) ∈ {0, 1}3 is output with probability at least (5/11)3 > 1/11.
3. For i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, let Bi be a random variable that takes value 1 with probability pi and
value 0 with probability 1 − pi . For both β ∈ {0, 1}, let Qβi be a random variable that
equals each value q of Qi such that bi (q) = β with probability Pr[Qi = q]/ Pr[Bi = β].
We replace the shared randomness Qi by (Q0i , Q1i , Bi ) – each of the three variables being
independent – with an extra requirement that the node wi always outputs Bi . This is
i
clearly without loss of power, because we can recover Qi as QB
i , for which bi (Qi ) = Bi .
4. We share all the randomness except B0 , B1 , B2 among all the nodes. More precisely, we
assume that all nodes start with the randomness r = (Q⊥ , Q00 , Q10 , Q01 , Q11 , Q02 , Q12 ). In
addition, for each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, nodes in Vi start with an additional random bit Bi and
we preserve the requirement that wi must output Bi .
Now we need to show that the final model cannot generate a probability distribution
that has a total variation distance at most 1/11 to Γd . Note that, at the beginning of the
protocol, the value Bi is only known to nodes at distance at most T − 1 away from vdi , and,
after the protocol, it can be known only to nodes at distance 2T − 1 < d/2 away from vdi .
In particular, at the end of the protocol, each node of the network will know no more than
one of the values B0 , B1 , B2 . All other communicated information is useless, as, aside from
B0 , B1 , B2 , all other randomness is global.
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The remainder of the proof is almost equivalent to that of the classical lower bound in
Theorem 6, with the sole difference of the counting argument: instead of each choice of
(b0 , b1 , b2 ) being given with probability exactly 1/8, now each choice of (b0 , b1 , b2 ) is given
with probability at least 1/11.
J
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Technical Definition of the Classical LOCAL Model

We formalize a T -round classical LOCAL network as follows. We model each node u ∈ V as
a special Turing machine with a work tape, a message tape Mu,v for each neighbor v ∈ N (u),
and a read-only random tape. Initially, the work tape contains the input of u (if there is
any), the message tapes are blank, and the random tape is initialized to unbiased random
bits, independent from one another and from the content of other tapes.
The set of states of each Turing machine is a disjoint union S0 ∪ . . . ∪ ST ∪ {qfin }, with one
designated “starting” state qt ∈ St for each t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. The state qfin is the final state,
and, for convenience, we define qT +1 = qfin . The Turing machine starts in q0 , and, for every
t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, we require that a state in St can only transition into a state in St ∪ {qt+1 }. In
addition, we require that the transition from St to qt+1 occurs with probability 1, regardless
of the content of the work and the message tapes when the Turing machine first enters qt .
We formalize the exchange of messages as follows. In round t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, all Turing
machines start in their corresponding state qt and run until they all have reached their
corresponding state qt+1 . Then, if t < T , the configuration of message tapes Mu,v and Mv,u
are swapped for every {u, v} ∈ E, and all Turing machines start round t + 1. Otherwise, if
t = T , the work tape of u ∈ V contains the output of that node.

A.1

Restriction to finite and initial randomness

In the proof of Theorem 2, we are essentially assuming that the random tapes are of finite
length. That is without loss of generality because, given any protocol on a finite network
and any  > 0, there exists a positive integer L such that, with probability at least 1 − ,
no Turing machine of the protocol ever visits more than L cells of its random tape. Thus,
since  can be chosen arbitrarily small, we can assume all random tapes to be of some finite
length L. Via similar reasoning, we can assume that all the randomness is provided at the
beginning of the protocol, instead of fresh randomness being provided at each round.
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B

The Case of Functions

A well-known fact in classical distributed computing is that randomness does not help when
computing functions in the LOCAL model. In this appendix we show that this argument
extends to the quantum case: we prove that any T -round quantum protocol computing a
function can be converted into a T -round classical protocol computing the same function.
Suppose, in the LOCAL model, we have a T -round quantum protocol P with the network
structure given by a graph G = (V, E). And suppose that P computes some function
f : D → Σ|V | , where Σ is the input-output alphabet and D ⊆ Σ|V | . More precisely, we
assume that, for every input x ∈ D, with probability strictly larger than 1/2 all nodes u ∈ V
output f (x)u .
For a node u ∈ V and an integer i ≥ 0, let the i-neighborhood of u, denoted Ni (u), be
the set of nodes in V at distance at most i away from u ∈ V . And, for an input x ∈ D, let
xu,i denote the restriction of x to Ni (u).
B Claim 8. For every x ∈ D and every u ∈ V , the output of node u is a random variable
Ou (x) whose probability distribution depends only on xu,T . (This holds true even in a more
powerful model where nodes are allowed to share any entanglement prior to receiving the
input.)
Since the quantum protocol P computes f , for every x ∈ D and every u ∈ V , the random
variable Ou (x) takes the value f (x)u with probability larger than 1/2. Now consider the
following classical T -round deterministic protocol: each node u ∈ V collects the inputs from
nodes in its T -neighborhood, which suffices to locally reproduce Ou (x), and then it outputs
the most probable value of Ou (x). The correctness of this protocol follows from Claim 8.
Proof of Claim 8. For t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T }, let ρt be the reduced density state of the (T − t)neighborhood of u after t rounds of communication. By induction, we argue that the states
ρ0 , ρ1 , . . . , ρT – which we can think of forming the past light cone of ρT – all depend only on
xu,T , and no values of x outside NT (u). As the base case, it clearly holds for ρ0 (even in
the presence of prior entanglement). For the inductive step, let us assume that, for some
t ≥ 0, ρt depends only on xu,T . Then the reduced density state of the (T − t)-neighborhood
of u just before the (t + 1)-th round of communication depends only on xu,T . In that round
of communication, nodes in the (T − t − 1)-neighborhood of u receive messages only from
within the (T − t)-neighbourhood of u, and thus the state ρt+1 also depends only on xu,T .
When ρT , the final state of the node u, is measured, the probabilities of various outcomes
are completely determined by ρT . Hence, these probabilities depend only on xu,T .
C

